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Elliptic complexes, made up of certain linear partial differential operators
D1 , ..., Dd with C coefficients, are constructed. The local solvability problem for
the nonhomogeneous equations Dp u= f ( p # [1, ..., d]) and the local integrability
problem for the homogeneous equation D1 u=0 are solved.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [6, 7], Spencer, beginning with an involutive, formally integrable,
symbol surjective linear partial differential operator D, generalized the con-
structions of the deRham and Dolbeault complexes to obtain a complex of
first order linear differential operators which is exact in a certain formal
sense and, when exact on germs of sections, resolves the sheaf of germs of
solutions of Du=0. When D is elliptic, Spencer’s complex is an elliptic
complex. Spencer’s conjecture (in [7, p. 409]) is that this complex is exact
(on germs of sections) in the elliptic case. The proof in [6, pp. 397398]
can be used to prove the conjecture if the coefficients of D are real analytic.
Other results include those of [4, 5, 8, 9]. See also [1, Chap. 10, Sect. 3].
The purpose of this paper is to study a very special case of Spencer’s
conjecture, and to show that known methods lead to proof of the conjec-
ture in this case. Use (x1 , ..., xn)=x to denote points in Rn, and & to
denote x& , for & # [1, ..., n].
Let d and N be positive integers. Begin with linear differential operators
Pj (x, )= :
n
&=1
a&j (x) &+a
0
j (x), j=1, ..., d, (1)
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whose coefficients are C on an open subset U of Rn and take their values
in N by N matrices with entries in C. From P1 , ..., Pd construct the
operator D1 , defined by
C (X, CN)  C  (X, CNd)
P1u
u [ \ b +Pdu
for every open subset X of U. Assume that
(Ai) D1 is elliptic at each point x in U.
(Aii) D1 is symbol surjective at each point x in U.
(Aiii) [Pj , Pk]=0 \j, k # [1, ..., d].
(Aiv) The principal symbols _(Pj)(x, ‘)=n&=1 a
&
j (x) ‘& are normal
matrices \j # [1, ..., d] and \(x, ‘) # U_Cn.
The commuting condition (Aiii) allows one to ape the construction of
the deRham and Dolbeault complexes to obtain a complex of differential
operators
C (X, CN) w
D1
C (X, CNd) w
D2
C (X, CN (
d
2)) w
D3
} } }
w
Dd
C (X, CN (
d
d ))  0
for every open subset X of U. ( dp) is the usual binomial coefficient
d!p !(d& p)!. Under the ellipticity assumption (Ai), this complex is elliptic.
The normality condition (Aiv) is a very strong restriction on the coef-
ficients. It also appears in [5, p. 700], and is a consequence of the
$-estimate of Singer (see [4, pp. 8586]) when P1 , ..., Pd are the operators
in a Guillemin decomposition of D1 .
If x # Rn and R>0, use B[x; R] and B(x; R) to denote, respectively, the
closed and open balls of radius R centered at x.
Theorem 1.1. Let x0 # U. Under assumptions (Ai)(Aiv) above, _R0>0
such that if R # (0, R0), p # [1, ..., d], f # C (B[x0 ; R], C
N ( dp)) and Dp+1 f=0,
then _u # C (B(x0 ; R), C
N ( dp&1)) such that Dp u= f |B(x0; R) .
In the case p=d, Dd+1 is taken to be the zero operator in the statement
of the theorem. Theorem 1.1 generalizes the C local solvability theorem of
[5] found by combining the weighted L2 existence theorem (Theorem 1 of
[5]) with the elliptic regularity corollary (Corollary 7 of [5]).
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Two proofs of Theorem 1.1 are indicated in this paper. One proof uses
the pointwise estimate proved in Proposition 3.2 below. This pointwise
estimate is in fact equivalent to the $-estimate of Singer for these systems
(see [4, p. 108]), and so complements Rockland’s observation (see [1,
p. 458]) that a first order linear differential operator which sends C-valued
functions to Cd-valued functions satisfies the $-estimate. The pointwise
estimate is also exactly in the form needed in the proof of Proposition 4 of
[8]. Theorem 1.1, and so the C local solvability theorem implicit in [5]
(but of course not the weighted L2 local solvability theorem of [5]), is
thus a consequence of the earlier work of [4, 8]. The other proof uses
Ho rmander’s method of weighted L2 estimates, as in [2, 3, 5]. Instead of
ellipticity as in [5], symbol surjectivity is used in obtaining the required
estimate. A special case of this appeared previously in [3, p. 428], under
the guise of requiring a set of complex vector fields to be linearly independ-
ent at a point. The application of symbol surjectivity here is reminiscent of
its use in the proof of Proposition 4 of [8]. The use of the symbol surjec-
tivity in this paper allows one to obtain a weighted L2 local solvability
theorem in which the ellipticity assumption (Ai) is replaced by a weaker
hypothesis. This is in Section 4 of this paper.
In Section 3, a number of observations on the strength of the assump-
tions are made. In particular, the operators studied in [5] are shown to be
of a more restricted type than is at first apparent.
Section 5 is devoted to the homogeneous equation D1u=0. If :=
(:1 , ..., :n), where :1 , ..., :n # N _ [0], is a multi-index, then as usual denote
by : the partial differentiation :11 } } } 
:n
n , by x
: the monomial x:11 } } } x
:n
n
(where x # Rn), by :! the product :1! } } } :n!, and by |:| the sum :1+ } } } +:n .
Theorem 1.2. Let x0 # U and k # N _ [0]. Under assumptions (Ai)
(Aiv), _R>0 such that if u(x)= |:|k+1 (u::!)(x&x0): for x # Rn (where
u: # CN \:) and
;D1u(x0)=0 \; with |;|k,
then _z # C (B(x0 ; R), CN) such that
D1z=0 and :z(x0)=:u(x0)=u: \: with |:|k+1.
The proof is a modification of Kohn’s proof of the NewlanderNirenberg
theorem as presented in [2, Sect. 5.7].
The introduction will end with a few words about assumptions (Ai) and
(Aii). If x # U, symbol surjectivity of D1 at x means that the linear map
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CNn  CNd
p1 n&=1 a
&
1(x) p&
\ b +[ \ b +pn n&=1 a&d (x) p&
is surjective. Here each member of p1 , ..., pn is a vector in CN. Surjectivity
of this map requires that nd. Ellipticity of D1 at x means that
\! # Rn"[0], the linear map
CN  CNd
n&=1 a
&
1(x) !& p
p [ \ b +n&=1 a&d (x) !& p
is injective. Because the coefficients a&j are all continuous functions of x,
both of these conditions are ‘‘open,’’ which means that if they hold at a
point x, then they hold at every point in a neighborhood of x.
2. EXAMPLES
2.1. Take N=1, d=n. Set Pj (x, )=j for j # [1, ..., n].
2.2. Take N=1, n even, d=n2. Set Pj (x, )= 12 ( j&(1i) d+ j)=z j
for j # [1, ..., d].
2.3. Take N arbitrary, n=2m+l, and d=m+1, where m and l are
positive integers. Let zj=xj+ixm+ j for j=1, ..., m. Set Pj (x, )=z j=
1
2 (j&(1i) m+ j) and zj=
1
2 ( j+(1i) m+ j) for j=1, ..., m. Set Pm+1 (x, )
=mj=1 a
j (x) zj+
l
k=1 b
k (x) 2m+k , where
(Ai, ii)M Q(x, )= lk=1 b
k (x) 2m+k is an elliptic operator in the
variables (x2m+1 , ..., x2m+l) for each fixed (x1 , ..., x2m).
(Aiii)M The coefficients a1, ..., am, b1, ..., bl are smooth N by N matrix
valued functions, defined on an open subset U of R2m+l, which are
holomorphic in (z1 , ..., zm).
(Aiv)M \(x, ‘) # U_Cm+l, mj=1 a
j (x) ‘j+ lk=1 b
k (x) ‘m+k is a
normal matrix.
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Note that (Aiv)M holds if and only if \(x, |) # U_C2m+l,
_(Pm+1)(x, |)= :
m
j=1
a j (x)
1
2 \|j+
1
i
| j+m++ :
l
k=1
bk (x) |2m+k
is a normal matrix. This class of examples is the object of study in [5].
2.4. Take N = 2 = d, n = 4. Let zj = xj + ix2 + j and z j =
1
2 (j&
(1i) 2+ j) for j=1, 2. Let a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 , f and g be holomorphic functions
of (z1 , z2) defined in a neighborhood of 0, with
det \_a1 (0)a2 (0)
b1 (0)
b2 (0)&+{0.
Let # be a C function of (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4) and let } be a solution of
[z 1&z 2] }=0, both defined on a neighborhood of 0.
Define cj=ajz 1 #+bjz 2 # for j=1, 2, and $= f z 1 #+ gz 2 #+}. Then
define fj=(aj+bj) f, gj=(aj+bj) g and d j=(aj+b j) $ for j=1, 2. Finally,
set
Pj (x, )=_ aj(z1+z2) f j
(z 1+z 2) f j
aj & z 1+_
bj
(z1+z2) g j
(z 1+z 2) g j
bj & z 2
+_ cj(z1+z2) dj
(z 1+z 2) d j
c j &
for j=1, 2. This example satisfies (Ai) and (Aii) on a neighborhood of 0,
because of the nonvanishing determinant condition above. It satisfied (Aiii)
and (Aiv) wherever all of the functions a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 , f, g, #, and } are
defined. It’s a non-real analytic example which seems to be genuinely dif-
ferent from the first three examples.
2.5. Take N=2=n, d=1. Let z=x1+ix2 , let a be f be smooth real-
valued functions, and let , be a smooth function with values in the skew-
adjoint 2 by 2 matrices. Set
P(x, )=1+_ azf
z f
a & 2+
1
2 _
2a
2 (zf )
2 (z f )
2a &+,.
(Aii) and (Aiv) are both satisfied, and (Aiii) in this case is just the fact that
[P, P]=0. P is not elliptic at any point in R2, and so (Ai) is not satisfied
on any open subset of R2. Note, however, that if tP is the formal adjoint
of P with respect to the usual inner product on C2, then tP=&P and so
[P, tP]=0. P is an example of a symmetric hyperbolic operator of
Friedrichs.
2.6. Take N=2=d, n=4. Let # be a smooth real-valued function of
(x1 , x2). If Q(x3 , x4 , 3 , 4)=q(x3 , x4) 3+r(x3 , x4) 4+s(x3 , x4) is any
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first order operator whose formal adjoint tQ is &Q, set Pj (x, )=
j+(j#) Q(x3 , x4 , 3 , 4) for j=1, 2. Then [P1 , P2]=0, tPj=&Pj and
thus [Pk , tPj]=0 \j, k # [1, 2]. In particular, if a, b, f and g are real-
valued smooth functions of (x3 , x4), , is a smooth function of (x3 , x4) with
values in the 2 by 2 skew-adjoint matrices, and z=x3+ix4 , set
Q(x3 , x4 , 3 , 4)=_ azf
z f
a & 3+_
b
zg
z g
b & 4
+
1
2 _
3a+4b
3 (zf )+4 (zg)
3 (z f )+4 (z g)
3 a+4b &+,.
Then P1 , P2 satisfy (Aii), (Aiii) and (Aiv) wherever the functions #, a, b,
f, g and , are all defined. The operator D1 determined by P1 , P2 is not
elliptic at any point in R4, and so (Ai) is not satisfied in any open subset
of R4.
3. ALGEBRAIC CONSEQUENCES OF ASSUMPTIONS
Begin with some notation. Let N, M be two positive integers, and specify
inner products on CN and CM. If A is a linear map from CN to CM and
D is a linear differential operator (with smooth coefficients) which carries
CN-valued functions to CM-valued functions, use A* and tD to denote the
adjoint map and formal adjoint operator, respectively. If x is a point in Rn
at which the coefficients of D are defined and ‘ # Cn, use _(D)(x, ‘) to
denote the principal symbol of D, evaluated at (x, ‘). Hence if D=
n&=1 A
&&+A0, where the A& are M by N matrix-valued functions, then
_(D)(x, ‘)=n&=1 A
& (x) ‘& , and
_( tD)(x, ‘)=&[_(D)(x, ‘ )]*. (2)
Next, let P1 , ..., Pd be the linear differential operators described in the
Introduction, and use (Aiii) to construct a complex
C (X, CN) w
D1
C \X, CN R Rd+ wD2 C \X, CN R 
2
(Rd)+
w
D3
} } } w
Dd
C \X, CN R 
d
(Rd)+ 0
for every open subset X of U. The construction just apes the construction
of the deRham and Dolbeault complexes. Let e1 , ..., ed be the standard
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basis of Rd. For u # C (X, CN), define D1u=dj=1 Pjuej , and for f =
dj=1 f j ej # C
 (X, CN R Rd), define D2 f =1 j<kd (Pj fk&Pk f j)
 (ej 7 ek). (Aiii) implies that D2 D1=0.
For the other operators, use some (abusive) notation. Let 0pd. Use
the binomial coefficient symbol ( dp) to denote the set of subsets of [1, ..., d]
which contain p elements. If J # ( dp), then J=[ j1 , ..., jp], where 1 j1
< } } } < jpd. Let eJ=ej1 7 } } } 7 ejp . [eJ | J # (
d
p)] is a basis of 
p (Rd), and
a typical element of C (X, CN R  p (Rd)) may be written f =J # (dp) fJ
eJ where fJ # C (X, CN). If J # ( dp), j # J, and k # [1, ..., d]"J, let
Jk=J _ [k], let J" j=J"[ j], and let (k, J)=the number of elements in J
which are less than k. Hence Jk # ( dp+1) and J" j # (
d
p&1).
For 1pd, use this notation and the operators P1 , ..., Pd to define Dp .
If f =I # (p&d 1) fI eI # C
 (X, CN R 
p&1 (Rd)), then
Dp f = :
J # (dp)
\:j # J (&1)
( j, J" j) Pj fJ" j+eJ . (3)
It is an exercise in algebra to then use (Aiii) to prove that for 1pd&1,
Dp+1Dp=0. In the case when P1 , ..., Pd form a Guillemin decomposition of
an involutive, formally integrable operator D1 , the complex constructed
here is that of Spencer alluded to in the Introduction (see [1,
pp. 460461]).
Using the usual inner product on CN, define an inner product on
CN R 
p (Rd), 1pd, in the obvious way: if f =J # (dp) fJ eJ ,
g=J # (dp) gJ eJ # C
N p (Rd), let ( f, g)=J # (dp) ( fJ , gJ). Here the
fJ and gJ are fixed vectors in CN and the inner products ( fJ , gJ) on the
right-hand side of the defining equation are that of CN.
With these choices of inner products, if f = J # (dp) fJ  eJ #
C (X, CN R  p (Rd)) (so now the fJ are elements of C (X, CN)), then
tDp f = :
I # (p&
d
1)
\:j  I (&1)
( j, I ) tPj fIj+eI . (4)
tPj is the formal adjoint of Pj with respect to the usual inner product
on CN.
Additional algebraic consequences depend on the fact that if [L1 , ..., Ld]
is a commuting set of normal N by N matrices, then there is an orthonor-
mal basis of CN whose elements are eigenvectors of each of L1 , ..., Ld .
Consequently, \j, k # [1, ..., d], [Lk , Lj*]=0.
Fix (x, ‘) # U_Cn, and let j, k # [1, ..., d]. Application of (Aiii) proves
that [_(Pk)(x, ‘), _(Pj)(x, ‘)]=0. Hence [_(P1)(x, ‘), ..., _(Pd)(x, ‘)] is a
commuting set of normal (by (Aiv)) N by N matrices. Thus
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\(x, ‘) # U_Cn and \j, k # [1, ..., d],
[_(Pk)(x, ‘), _(P j)(x, ‘)*]=0. (5)
Application of (2) and (5) proves
Lemma 3.1. Assume (Aiii) and (Aiv). Then \j, k # [1, ..., d], [Pk , tPj] is
a first order differential operator.
Note that Lemma 3.1 would continue to hold if in (Aiv) normality of the
symbols was required only at points (x, !) # U_Rn.
Reading off the coefficient of ‘& ‘ \ from (5) yields
\x # U, \j, k # [1, ..., d], and \&, \ # [1, ..., n], [a&k(x), a
\
j (x)*]=0.
(6)
Note that (6) would not continue to hold if in (Aiv) normality of the
symbols was required only at points (x, !) # U_Rn.
Let X be an open subset of U, and , # C  (X). For j # [1, ..., d], denote
by _(Pj)( } , {,)* the matrix valued function x [ _(Pj)(x, {,(x))*. For
j, k # [1, ..., d], denote by Pk (_(Pj)( } , {,)*) the matrix valued function
n&=1 a
&
k & (_(P j)( } , {,)*)+a
0
k _(Pj)( } , {,)*. By (6), the term 
n
&=1 [a
&
k ,
_(Pj)( } , {,)*] & , which arises from the commutator [Pk , _(Pj)( } , {,)*],
vanishes. Hence
\j, k # [1, ..., d],
[Pk , _(Pj)( } , {,)*]=Pk (_(Pj)( } , {,)*)&_(Pj)( } , {,)* a0k . (7)
Equation (7) will be used in the proof of the weighted L2 estimate in
Section 4.
The following peculiar looking proposition is used in the proof of
Theorem 1.1 which depends on [8]. To state it, first rewrite (3) (with p
replaced by p+1) and (4) by using (1) for the Pj , for 1pd. One
obtains, for
f= :
J # (dp)
fJ eJ # C \X, CN R 
p
(Rd)+ ,
tDp f = & :
n
&=1 \ :I # (p&d 1) \:j  I (&1)
( j, I ) a&j * & fIj+eI +
+ :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j  I
(&1) ( j, I ) \& :
n
&=1
& a&j *+a
0
j *+ fIj eI
= & :
n
&=1
A&* & f +\& :
n
&=1
&A&*+A0*+ f,
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and
Dp+1 f= :
n
&=1 \ :K # (p+d 1) \ :k # K (&1)
(k, K"k) a&k& fK"k +eK+
+ :
K # (p+
d
1
) \ :k # K (&1)
(k, K"k) a0k fK"k+eK
= :
n
&=1
B&& f +B0f.
The A&* and the B& are defined by, for p=J # (dp) pJ eJ #
C (X, CN R 
p (Rd),
A&*p= :
I # (p&
d
1)
\:j  I (&1)
( j, I ) a&j *pIj+eI (8)
and
B&p= :
K # (p+
d
1
)
\ :k # K (&1)
(k, K"k) a&k pK"k+eK . (9)
Thus for each x # U, A& (x)* is a C-linear map from CN R 
p (Rd) to
CN R 
p&1 (Rd), and B& (x) is a C-linear map from CN R 
p (Rd) to
CN R  p+1 (Rd).
Proposition 3.2. Assume (Aiii) and (Aiv), and let x # U. If p1, ..., pn #
CN R 
p (Rd) and n&=1 B
& (x) p&=0, then n&=1 
n
\=1 (A
& (x)* p\,
A\ (x)* p&)0.
(Note: In the proof the evaluation at x of the various matrix valued
functions will be suppressed, in order to avoid cluttering up the notation.)
Proof. By (8),
:
n
&=1
:
n
\=1
(A&*p\, A\*p&)
= :
n
&=1
:
n
\=1  :I # (p&d 1) \:j  I (&1)
( j, I) a&j *p
\
Ij+eI ,
:
H # (p&
d
1)
\ :k  H (&1)
k, H) a\k*p
&
Hk+eH
= :
n
&=1
:
n
\=1
:
I # (p&
d
1)
:j  I (&1)
( j, I) a&j *p
\
Ij , :
k  I
(&1)(k, I ) a\k*p
&
Ik.
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The last line is arrived at after recalling the definition of the inner product
on CN R 
p&1 (Rd), and an application of (6) to it yields
:
n
&=1
:
n
\=1
(A&*p\, A\*p&)
= :
n
&=1
:
n
\=1
:
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) (a\k p
\
Ij , a
&
j p
&
Ik)
= :
n
&=1
:
n
\=1
:
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j  I
(a\j p
\
Ij , a
&
j p
&
Ij)
+ :
n
&=1
:
n
\=1
:
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j{k
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) (a\k p
\
Ij , a
&
j p
&
Ik)
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j  I " :
n
&=1
a&j p
&
Ij"
2
+ :
n
&=1
:
n
\=1
:
J # (dp)
:
k  J
j # J
(&1) ( j, J" j)+(k, J" j) (a\k p
\
J , a
&
j p
&
Jk" j)
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j  I " :
n
&=1
a&j p
&
Ij"
2
+ :
n
\=1
:
J # (dp)
:
k  J a
\
k p
\
J , :
n
&=1
:
j # J
(&1) ( j, J" j)+(k, J" j) a&j p
&
Jk" j. (10)
In the next to last line above the summation indices in the second term
have been changed, from their forms in the line above, by letting J=Ij, so
I=J" j. In the last line above, the second term is void if p=d, and so the
proof is complete in this case. If 1pd&1, rewrite the right-hand factors
in the inner products, using the assumption n&=1 B
&p&=0. By (9), this
assumption says that \K # ( dp+1),
:
n
&=1
:
k # K
(&1)(k, K"k) a&k p
&
K"k=0.
In particular, if J # ( dp) and k  J, then Jk # (
d
p+1) and so
:
n
&=1 \:j # J (&1)
( j, Jk" j) a&j p
&
Jk" j+(&1)
(k, j) a&k p
&
J +=0.
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Hence
&(&1)(k, J) :
n
&=1
:
j # J
(&1) ( j, Jk" j) a&j p
&
Jk" j= :
n
&=1
a&k p
&
J . (11)
\j # J, &(&1) (k, J ) (&1) ( j, Jk" j)
=&(&1)(k, J" j) (&1) (k, j) (&1) ( j, J" j) (&1)( j, k)
=(&1) (k, J" j) (&1) ( j, J" j) (since (&1) (k, j) (&1) ( j, k)=&1).
Insertion of this into (11) yields
:
n
&=1
:
j # J
(&1) (k, J" j)+( j, J" j) a&j p
&
Jk"J= :
n
&=1
a&k p
&
J . (12)
Substitution of (12) into the last line of (10) yields
:
n
&=1
:
n
\=1
(A&*p\, A\*p&)
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j  I " :
n
&=1
a&j p
&
Ij"
2
+ :
n
\=1
:
J # (dp)
:
k  J a
\
k p
\
J , :
n
&=1
a&k p
&
J
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j  I " :
n
&=1
a&j p
&
Ij"
2
+ :
J # (dp)
:
k  J " :
n
&=1
a&k p
&
J"
2
. K
The remainder of this section will not be used in Section 4 or in either
proof of Theorem 1.1.
As a special case of (6), note that
\x # U, \j # [1, ..., d], \& # [1, ..., n], [a&j (x), a
&
j (x)*]=0. (13)
Hence a&j (x) and a
&
j (x)* are normal matrices.
Fix x # U, j, k # [1, ..., d] and &, \ # [1, ..., n]. By (6), [a&j (x), a
\
k(x)*] is a
commuting set of normal (by (13)) matrices. Hence
[a&j (x), a
\
k(x)]=[a
&
j (x), a
\
k(x)**]=0. (14)
Fix x # U, but let j, k, & and \ vary. By (14), [a&j (x) | j # [1, ..., d],
& # [1, ..., n]] is a commuting set of normal (by (13)) matrices. Therefore
Lemma 3.3. Assume (Aiii) and (Aiv). Then \x # U, there is an orthonor-
mal basis of CN whose elements are eigenvectors of each of the matrices
a&j (x).
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Up to this point the statements of this section depend only on (Aiii) and
(Aiv). This paragraph examines consequences of (Ai), (Aiii) and (Aiv)
together. Fix x # U. By Lemma 3.3, there is an orthonormal basis
[ul | l # [1, ..., N]] of CN and set of complex numbers [*&jl | j # [1, ..., d],
& # [1, ..., n], l # [1, ..., N]] such that a&j (x) ul=*
&
jlul . Hence \! # R
n and
\l # [1, ..., N],
_(D1)(x, !) ul = :
d
j=1
_(Pj)(x, !) ul ej
= :
d
j=1
((Re(*jl), !)+i(Im(* jl), !) ) ul ej ,
where *jl=(*1jl , ..., *
n
jl) # C
n and the inner product is the usual inner product
on Rn. By (Ai), \! # Rn"[0] and \l # [1, ..., N], _j # [1, ..., d] such that
(Re(*jl), !) +i(Im(*jl), !) {0.
Another way of saying this is that \l # [1, ..., N], the linear map
Rn w7l R
2d
! [ ((Re(*1l), !), ..., (Re(*dl), !) , (Im(*1l), !) , ..., (Im(*dl), !) )
is injective. Therefore
Proposition 3.4. Assume (Ai), (Aiii) and (Aiv). Then n2d.
In particular, consider the operators Q(x, )= lk=1 b
k (x) 2m+k defined
in Examples 2.3 of Section 2. Examples 2.3 satisfy (Aiii) and (Aiv) and
consequently by (13) and (14), [b1 (x), ..., b l (x)] is a commuting set of
normal matrices for each x # U. Hence \(x, ‘) # U_Cl, _(Q)(x, ‘) is a
normal matrix. Therefore, for each fixed (x1 , ..., x2m), the system consisting
of the single differential operator Q(x, ) (so d=1) in the variables
(x2m+1 , ..., x2m+l) satisfies (Ai), (Aiii) and (Aiv). Therefore, by Proposi-
tion 3.4,
Proposition 3.5. In Examples 2.3, l2.
This shows that the class of systems studied in [5] is narrower than is
at first apparent. In the notation of that paper, n2.
Thus far, this section has focused on showing the strength of the assump-
tions. They’re so strong that one might be led to wonder whether it is
possible to simultaneously and smoothly diagonalize all of the first order
coefficients (they can be diagonalized at each point by Lemma 3.3), and
thereby perhaps use the results rather than the methods of [3]. The rest of
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this section shows that this is not possible in general without a loss of the
L2loc regularity of the zeroth order coefficients. This particular loss of
regularity is of some interest in light of the remark on page 732 of [3] that
the weighted L2 methods used there work if the first order coefficients are
Lipschitz continuous and the zeroth order coefficients are Lloc .
Note that if V is sufficiently regular GL(N, C) valued function, then
\j, k#[1, ..., d], [V&1 b Pk b V, V&1 b Pj b V]=V&1 b [Pk , Pj] b V=V&1 b 0 b V
(by (Aiii)).
Lemma 3.6. Suppose w, a1 , ..., am , f1 , ..., fm # C. Then
{_ aiwf i
w f i
ai & } i # [1, ..., m]=
is a set of commuting normal matrices. The eigenvalues of
_ aiwfi
w fi
ai &
are ai\|w| f i . If w{0{mi=1 | fi |
2, then the only matrices V # GL(2, C) for
which
V &1 _ aiwfi
w fi
a i & V
is diagonal \i # [1, ..., m] are those of the form
_\
w
|w|
e1
e1

w
|w|
e2
e2 & ,
where e1 , e2 # C"[0].
Proof. An exercise in linear algebra. K
Example 2.4 (continued). Suppose that the functions a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 , f,
g, #, } of 2.4 are defined on an open subset U of R4 which contains 0, and
that
det \_a1 (x)a2 (x)
b1 (x)
b2 (x)&+
is nowhere 0 on U. Suppose that X is an open subset of U & (R4"
[x # R4 | x1+x2=0=x3+x4]), and that ( | f |2+| g|2)|X is nowhere 0.
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Proposition 3.7. If V # W 1, 1loc (X, GL(2, C)) and for j # [1, 2],
V &1 _ a j(z1+z2) fj
(z 1+z 2) fj
aj & V
and
V &1 _ bj(z1+z2) g j
(z 1+z 2) g j
bj & V
are continuous, diagonal matrix valued functions on X, then _e1 , e2 #
W1, 1loc (X, C) which are a.e. nonzero and open subsets X
+, X& of X such that
X+ _ X&=X,
V |X+=_
z 1+z 2
|z1+z2 |
e1
e1
&z 1&z 2
|z1+z2 |
e2
e2 & ,
V |X&=_
&z 1&z 2
|z1+z2 |
e1
e1
z 1+z 2
|z1+z2 |
e2
e2 & .
Proof. Let e1 , e2 be the lower left and lower right matrix entries of V,
respectively. Then e1 , e2 # W 1, 1loc (X, C). Since
det _a1 (x)a2 (x)
b1 (x)
b2 (x)&
is nowhere zero in U and XU, ( |a1+b1 |2+|a2+b2 | 2)|X is nowhere 0.
Hence
( | f1 |2+| g1 |2+| f2 |2+| g2 | 2)X
=(|a1+b1 |2 | f | 2+|a1+b1 |2 | g|2+|a2+b2 |2 | f | 2+|a2+b2 |2 | g|2)|X
=(|a1+b1 |2+|a2+b2 |2)|X ( | f |2+| g| 2)|X
is nowhere zero. Let Yfj=[x # X | f j (x){0] and Ygj=[x # X | gj (x){0].
These are open subsets of X and X=Yf1 _ Yg1 _ Yf2 _ Yg2 . By assumption
V &1 _ a j(z1+z2) fj
(z 1+z 2) fj
aj & V=_
,j
0
0
j& ,
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where ,j , j # C0 (X, C). By Lemma 3.6, \x # X, either ,j (x)=a j (x)+
|z1+z2 | fj (x), j (x)=a j (x)&|z1+z2 | f j (x) or ,j (x)=aj (x)&|z1+z2 |
ff (x), j (x)=aj (x)+|z1+z2 | f j (x). Therefore
\x # Yfj ,
,j (x)&j (x)
fj (x)
=\2 |z1+z2 |. (15)
|z1+z2 | |X is nowhere zero, and Yfj X. Hence (,j&j) fj is nowhere zero
on Yfj . Let
Y +fj ={x # Yfj } ,j (x)&j (x)fj (x) =+2 |z1+z2 |= ,
Y &fj ={x # Yfj } ,j (x)&j (x)fj (x) =&2 |z1+z2 |= .
Y+fj & Y
&
fj
=,, and Y +fj , Y
&
fj
are open subsets of Yfj since (,j& j) f j is
continuous. By (15), Y+fj _ Y
&
fj
=Yfj . By Lemma 3.6, for a.a. x # Y
\
fj
,
V(x)=_\
z 1+z 2
|z1+z2 |
e1 (x)
e1 (x)

z 1+z 2
|z1+z2 |
e2 (x)
e2 (x) & .
Similarly, Ygj is the disjoint union of open subsets Y
+
gj
and Y &gj , and
V |Y\gj
=_\
z 1+z 2
|z1+z1 |
e1
e1

z 1+z 2
|z1+z2 |
e2
e2 & .
Finally, let X+=Y +f1 _ Y
+
g1
_ Y +f2 _ Y
+
g2
, X&=Y &f1 _ Y
&
g1
_ Y &f2 _ Y
&
g2
.
Since V # W 1, 1loc (X, GL(2, C)), e1 and e2 must be a.e. non-zero. K
Proposition 3.7, the facts that fj=(aj+bj) f, gj=(aj+b j) g, and com-
putation show that if V is as in Proposition 3.7, then on X\,
V &1 b Pj b V
=_a j\|z1+z2 | f j0
0
a j  |z1+z2 | fj& z 1
+_bj\|z1+z2 | g j0
0
bj  |z1+z2 | g j& z 2
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cj\|z1+z2 | dj+(aj\|z1+z2 | fj) \
z 1 e1
e1
+
1
2(z 1+z 2)+
+_ +(bj\|z1+z2 | gj) \z 2 e1e1 + 12(z 1+z 2)+&e1
e2
(aj+bj)(1\|z1+z2 | ( f +g))
(z 1+z 2)
&
e2
e1
(aj+bj)(1\|z1+z2 |( f+ g))
(z 1+z 2)
cj  |z1+z2 | dj+(aj  |z1+z2 | fj) \
z 1 e2
e2
+
1
2(z 1+z 2)+& .+(bj  |z1+z2 | gj) \z 2 e2e2 + 12(z 1+z 2)+
If the zeroth order-coefficient matrix has an L2loc extension to a
neighborhood of 0 # R4, then in particular the product of the two off-
diagonal entries of this matrix has an L1loc extension to a neighborhood
of 0. On X\, this product is
(aj+bj)2 (1\|z1+z2 |( f +g))2
(z 1+z 2)2
.
This yields
Proposition 3.8. Suppose X is an open subset of U & (R4"[x # R4
| x1+x2=0=x3+x4]) such that ( | f |2+| g|2)|X is nowhere 0 and \r>0,
|
X & B(0; r)
1
(x1+x2)2+(x3+x4)2
dx=+.
If V # W 1, 1loc (X, GL(2, C)) and V
&1 b Pj b V has diagonal, continuous first
order coefficients for j # [1, 2], then the zeroth order coefficient of either
V &1 b P1 b V or V &1 b P2 b V does not have an L2loc extension to a
neighborhood of 0 # R4.
Proof. It is enough to note that either \r>0,
|
X+ & B(0; r)
1
(x1+x2)2+(x3+x4)2
dx=+
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or \r>0,
|
X& & B(0; r)
1
(x1+x2)2+(x3+x4)2
dx=+,
and that either a1 (0)+b1 (0){0 or a2 (0)+b2 (0){0. K
Similar statements can be made about Examples 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6
4. PROOF(S) OF THEOREM 1.1
One proof, as in [2, 3, 5], is based on the following lemma of functional
analysis, which is found in [2, Section 4.1], and which is stated here in a
modified form. For a linear operator T (very possibly unbounded) between
Hilbert spaces G and H, let D(T ), R(T ), and K(T ) denote the domain,
range and kernel of T, respectively. Let T* denote the Hilbert space adjoint
of T. If F is a subspace of a Hilbert space let F= denote its orthogonal com-
plement.
Lemma 4.1. Let T and S be closed, densely defined operators between
complex Hilbert spaces (T from G to H, S from H to K). If R(T )K(S),
and
_C< such that \f # D(T*) & D(S), & f &C(&T*f &+&Sf &), (16)
then
(i) T induces an isomorphism from D(T ) & K(T )= onto K(S). In par-
ticular, R(T )=K(S).
(ii) \u # D(T ) & K(T )=, &u&C &Tu&. (Note: C is the constant which
appears in (16).)
(iii) T* induces an isomorphism from D(T*) & K(S) onto K(T )=.
If X is an open subset of Rn, , # C (X) is real-valued, and V is a finite-
dimensional complex Hilbert space, let L2 (X, ,, V)=[ f # L2loc(X, V) |
 & f (x)&2 e&,(x) dx<+]. If f, g # L2 (X, ,, V), let ( f, g) ,= ( f (x),
g(x)) e&,(x) dx and & f &,=[( f, f ) ,]12. With this inner product and
norm, L2 (X, ,, V) is a complex Hilbert space.
Let U be as in the Introduction, X an open subset of U, p # [1, ..., d],
and ,1 , ,2 , ,3 # C  (X) real-valued. If u # L2 (X, ,1 , CN R 
p&1 (Rd))
and f # L2 (X, ,2 , CN R  p (Rd)), then Dpu and Dp+1 f are defined, using
(3), as vector-valued distributions. Let
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D(T )={u # L2 \X, ,1 , CN R  p&1 (Rd)+ }
Dpu # L2 \X, ,2 , CN R  p (Rd)+= ,
T=Dp| D(T ) ,
D(S)={f # L2 \X, ,2 , CN R  p (Rd)+ }
Dp+1 f # L2 \X, ,3 , CN R  p+1 (Rd)+= ,
S=Dp+1| D(S) .
G, H, and K are taken to be L2 (X, ,1 , CN R 
p&1 (Rd)), L2 (X, ,2 ,
CN R  p (Rd)) and L2 (X, ,3 , CN R  p+1 (Rd)), respectively. T and S
are then both closed, densely defined operators, and R(T )K(S) since
Dp+1Dp=0. Thus T and S satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 except
perhaps for (16).
As in [2, Sect. 5.1; 3; 5], Friedrichs’ lemma is used to reduce the proof
of (16) to the proof of the estimate in (16) only for f # C c (X,
CN R  p (Rd)). This reduction is independent of (Ai), (Aii) and (Aiv),
but places a restriction on the weight functions ,1 , ,2 , ,3 :
For a sequence (’i) of C c functions which exhausts X, and finite
constant K,
&_(Dp)(x, {’i (x))&2Ke,2(x)&,1(x)
and
&_(Dp+1)(x, {’i (x))&2Ke,3(x)&,2(x),
\x # X and \i # N. (18)
The norms on the left sides of the inequalities in (18) are the operator
norms on HomC (C
N R 
p&1 (Rd), CN R 
p (Rd)) and HomC (C
N
}R  p (Rd), CN R  p+1 (Rd)), respectively. An exhausting sequence
(’i) is constructed by choosing a sequence of open subsets Xi of X, with
Xi //Xi+1 \i # N and  i # N X i=X, and then choosing ’ i # C c (Xi+1)
such that 0’i1 and ’i |X i #1. If (18) holds, then
_C<+ such that \f # C c \X, CN R  p (Rd)+
& f &,2C(&T*f &,1+&Sf &,3) (19)
implies (16) with the same constant C.
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Let
Rp =e,1 b tDp b e&,2,
D(R)={f # L2 \X, ,2 , CN R  p (Rd)+ }
Rp f # L2 \X, ,1 , CN R  p&1 (Rd)+= ,
R=Rp |D(R) .
As in [2, p. 82; 3, p. 430; 5, p. 702],
C c \X, CN R  p (Rd)+D(T*)D(R)
and R|D(T*)=T*. (20)
Let Qp=e,3 b tDp b e&,3, and let 6 j=e,3 b tPj b e&,3 for j # [1, ..., d]. If
f =J # (dp) fJ eJ # C

c (X, C
N R 
p (Rd)), then from (4) one computes
Qp f = :
I # (p&
d
1)
\:j  I (&1)
( j, I ) 6j fIj +eI . (21)
Integration by parts shows that if g, h # C c (X, C
N), then
(Pj g, h) ,3=(g, 6j h) ,3 \j # [1, ..., d]. (22)
Finally, for the sake of convenience, choose ,1 , ,2 , ,3 so that ,2&,1=
,3&,2 , and name these differences . Thus  # C (X) and (18) says that
For a sequence (’i) of C c functions which exhausts X, and finite con-
stant K,
&_(Dp)(x, {’i (x))&2Ke(x)
and
&_(Dp+1)(x, {’ i (x))&2Ke(x),
\x # X and \i # N. (18$)
,1=,3&2 and ,2=,3&, but thus far no conditions have been placed
on ,3 .
Lemma 4.2. \f # C c (X, C
N R 
p (Rd)),
&Qp f &2,32 &T*f &
2
,1
+2 &_(Dp)( } , {)* f&2,3 .
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Proof. This is an easy consequence of the equality
Qp=e b Rp+_(Dp)( } , {)*
and the fact that T*f =Rp f \f # C c (X, C
N R 
p (Rd)). K
Lemma 4.3. \f =J # (dp) fJ eJ # C

c (X, C
N R 
p (Rd)),
&Qp f &2,3+&Sf &
2
,3
= :
J # (dp)
&D1 fJ&2,3
+ :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) ([Pk , 6 j] fIj , fIk) ,3 .
Proof. By (3), (21), (22), and the fact that Sf =Dp+1 f,
&Qp f &2,3+&Sf &
2
,3
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
" :j  I (&1)
( j, I ) 6j fIj"
2
,3
+ :
K # (p+
d
1
)
" :k # K (&1)
(k, K"k) Pk fK"k"
2
,3
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) (6j fIj , 6k fIk) ,3
+ :
K # (p+
d
1)
:
j, k # K
(&1) ( j, K" j)+(k, K"k) (Pk fK"k , P j fK" j) ,3
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) (Pk6j fIj , fIk) ,3
+ :
K # (p+
d
1
)
:
k # K
&Pk fK"k&2,3
+ :
K # (p+
d
1)
:
j{k
j, k # K
(&1) ( j, K" j)+(k, K"k) (6jPk fK"k , fK" j) ,3 .
In the second and third terms of the right hand side, change the indices of
summation by letting J=K"k and I=K"[ j, k], respectively. Using also
the fact that if j, k  I, j{k, then (&1) ( j, Ik)+(k, Ij)=&(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ), one
obtains
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&Qp f &2,3+&Sf &
2
,3
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1)( j, I )+(k, I ) (Pk6 j fIj , fIk) ,3
+ :
J # (dp)
:
k  J
&Pk fJ&2,3
& :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j{k
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) (6 jPk fIj , fIk) ,3 .
The first and third sums are almost ready to be combined, but there are
some terms (those with j=k) missing from the third sum. Subtracting and
adding these missing terms yield
&Qp f &2,3+&Sf &
2
,3
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) ([Pk , 6j] fIj , fIk) ,3
+ :
J # (dp)
:
k  J
&Pk fJ&2,3+ :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j  I
(6jPj fIj , fIj) ,3 .
Changing the index of summation in the third sum by letting J=Ij, (22),
and the fact that &D1 fJ&2,3=
d
i=1 &Pi fJ&
2
,3
yield the lemma. K
Lemma 4.4. \f # C c (X, C
N R 
p (Rd)),
2 &T*f &2,1+&Sf &
2
,3
 :
J # (dp)
&D1 fJ &2,3+ :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) ([Pk , 6j] fIj , fIk) ,3
&2 | &_(Dp)(x, {(x))* f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx.
Proof. Combine Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. K
Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 do not depend on (Ai), (Aii) or (Aiv) at all.
Before using these other assumptions, a substitute for (Ai) will be introduced.
Let D(x, )=n&=1 A
& (x) &+A0 (x) and E(x, )=n&=1 B
& (x) &+B0 (x)
be first order differential operators with coefficients A& # C (U,
HomC (C
N, CL)) and B& # C  (U, HomC (CN, CM)), for &=0, 1, ..., n.
Definition 4.5. E will be said to be weaker than D if for every com-
pact subset K of U, _C=C(D, E, K)<+ such that \u # C c (K, C
N),
&Eu&22C(&Du&
2
2+&u&
2
2).
The norms in Definition 4.5 are ordinary L2 norms.
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Lemma 4.6 (elliptic estimate). If D is overdetermined elliptic (i.e.,
_(D)(x, !) is an injective linear map \(x, !) # U_(Rn"[0])), then for every
compact subset K of U, _C=C(D, K)<+ such that \u # C c (K, C
N),
:
n
&=1
&&u&22C(&Du&
2
2+&u&
2
2).
Proof. This is a classical fact. K
By Lemma 4.6, if D is overdetermined elliptic, then every E is weaker
than D.
Recall that by Lemma 3.1 (which uses both (Aiii) and (Aiv)), [Pk , tP j]
is a first order operator \j, k # [1, ..., d]. Recall also the definition of D1 ,
either in (3) or in the Introduction. The substitute for (Ai) is
(Ai)$ \j, k # [1, ..., d], [Pk , tPj]=Qkj+ tRkj , where Qkj and Rkj are
first order operators which are each weaker than D1 .
In the presence of (Aiii) and (Aiv), (Ai) is a stronger assumption than
(Ai)$. Note that Examples 2.5 and 2.6 satisfy (Ai)$ but not (Ai).
The following lemma will be used in the proof of (19).
Lemma 4.7. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, let p # [1, ..., d], let
[:kj | j, k # [1, ..., d]], [Qu | + # [1, ..., m]] be ( possibly unbounded ) linear
operators on H, and let D be the intersection of the domains of all these
operators.
Assume that _c1 , ..., c+ # R s.t. \f1 , ..., fd # D,
Re \ :j, k # [1, ..., d] (:kj f j , fk)+ :
d
j=1
:
m
+=1
c+ &Q+ f j&2.
Then \f =J # (dp) fJ eJ # H R 
p (Rd) with fJ # D \J # ( dp),
Re \ :I # (p&d 1) :j, k  I (&1)
( j, I )+(k, I ) (:kj fIj , fIk)+p :J # (dp) :
m
+=1
c+ &Q+ fJ&2.
Proof.
Re \ :I # (p&d 1) :j, k  I (&1)
( j, I )+(k, I ) (:kj fIj , fIk)+
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
Re \ :j, k  I (:kj (&1)
( j, I ) fIj , (&1) (k, I) fIk)+ .
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Fix I # ( dp&1), and for j # [1, ..., d], let
gj={(&1)
( j, I ) fIj
0
if j  I
if j # I.
Then
Re \ :j, k  I (:kj (&1)
( j, I) fIj , (&1) (k, I ) fIk)+=Re \ :j, k # [1, ..., d] (:kj gj , gk)+
 :
d
j=1
:
m
+=1
c+ &Q+gj&2
= :
j  I
:
m
+=1
c+ &Q+ fIj&2.
Substitution yields
Re \ :I # (p&d 1) :j, k  I (&1)
( j, I )+(k, I ) (:kj fIj , fIk)+
 :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j  I
:
m
+=1
c+ &Q+ fIj&2.
Change the indices of summation on the right-hand side of this inequality
by letting J=Ij in each term. The inequality becomes
Re \ :I # (p&d 1) :j, k  I (&1)
( j, I )+(k, I ) (:kj fIj , fIk)+
 :
J # (dp)
:
j # J
:
m
+=1
c+ &Q+ fJ&2
= :
J # (dp)
p :
m
+=1
c+ &Q+ fJ &2. K
The differential operators of the Spencer complexes are known to be
symbol surjective (see [1, pp. 429431]). However, instead of relying on
this fact, one can use Lemma 4.7 to prove
Corollary 4.8. Under assumption (Aii), the operators Dp defined by
(3) are all symbol surjective.
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Proof. It must be proved that \x # U, the linear map
CN R 
p&1 (Rd) R R
n  CN R 
p (Rd)
:
I # (p&
d
1)
:
n
&=1
p&I eI dx& [ :
J # (dp)
\ :j # J (&1)
( j, J" j) :
n
&=1
a&j (x) p
&
J" j+eJ
is surjective. This is equivalent to requiring that \x # U, the adjoint map
(with respect to the obvious inner product on CN R 
p&1 (Rd) R R
n)
CN }
R
 p (Rd)  CN R 
p&1 (Rd) R R
n
:
J # (dp)
fJ eJ [ :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
n
&=1 \:j  I (&1)
( j, I ) a&j (x)* fIj+eI dx& (24)
be injective. By (Aii), these conditions hold when p=1. Since the coef-
ficients a&j are continuous functions of x, _c # C
0 (U, R+) such that \x # U
and \ dj=1 f j ej # C
N R R
d
c(x) :
d
j=1
& fj &2=c(x) " :
d
j=1
fj ej"
2
" :
n
&=1 \ :
d
j=1
a&j (x)* f j+dx&"
2
= :
n
&=1 " :
d
j=1
a&j (x)* fj"
2
= :
n
&=1
:
j, k # [1, ..., d]
(a&j (x)* f j , a
&
k(x)* fk)
= :
j, k # [1, ..., d]  :
n
&=1
a&k(x) a
&
j (x)* fj , fk. (25)
Apply Lemma 4.7 with H = CN, m = 1, c1 = c(x), Q1 = 1CN , and :kj =
n&=1 a
&
k(x) a
&
j (x)*. This results in, \x # U and \f =J # (dp) fJ  eJ # C
N R
 p (Rd),
pc(x) :
J # (dp)
& fJ&2
Re \ :I # (p&d 1) :j, k  I (&1)
( j, I )+(k, I )  :
n
&=1
a&k(x) a
&
j (x)* fIj , fIk+
=Re \ :I # (p&d 1) :
n
&=1 " :j  I (&1)
( j, I ) a&j (x)* fIj"
2
+
= :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
n
&=1 ":j  I (&1)
( j, I) a&j (x)* fIj"
2
.
Thus the map (24) is injective. K
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In the following lemma, the last two terms of (23) are estimated below
in the case p=1. This and Lemma 4.7 are used in the corollary that follows
to estimate from below the last two terms of (23) for general p.
Lemma 4.9. Assume (Ai)$, (Aii), (Aiii), and (Aiv), and let b>0. _*,
/ # C ((&, 1)), both real-valued, such that if B[x0 ; R]U, (x)=
&2 log(R)+*( |x&x0 |2R2), and ,3 (x)=/( |x&x0 |2R2), then
(i)  satisfies (18)$ for X=B(x0 ; R) and p # [1, ..., d];
(ii) _R0 , c>0 such that if R # (0, R0], then \f # C c (B(x0 ; R),
CN R Rd),
:
j, k # [1, ..., d]
([Pk , 6j] f j , fk) ,3&2 &_(D1)( } , {)* f&
2
,3
c & f &2,2&b :
d
j=1
&D1 fj &2,3 .
Proof. Using (2), 6j=e,3 b tPj b e&,3= tPj+_(Pj)( } , {,3)*. Hence
([Pk , 6j] fj , fk) ,3 =([Pk ,
tPj] fj , fk) ,3
+([Pk , _(P j)( } , {,3)*] fj , fk) ,3
=( (Qkj+ tRkj) f j , fk) ,3
+( (Pk (_(P j)( } , {,3)*)
&_(Pj)( } , {,3)* a0k) f j , fk) ,3
by (Ai)$ and (7). Integration by parts yields
( tRkj f j , fk) ,3=( f j , Rkj fk),3&(_(Rkj)( } , {,3)* f j , fk) ,3 .
Hence
([Pk , 6j] fj , fk) ,3
=(Qkj f j , fk) ,3+( f j , Rkj fk) ,3
+( (Pk (_(Pj)( } , {,3)*)&_(Pj)( } , {,3)* a0k
&_(Rkj)( } , {,3)*) fj , fk) ,3 . (26)
The first two terms on the right-hand side of (26) are estimated
using (Ai)$ and the ideas of [5]. To do this, choose R1>0 such that
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B[x0 ; R1]U, and apply (Ai)$ and Definition 4.5 with K=B[x0 ; R1]. For
R # (0, R1] and f # C c (B(x0 ; R), C
N R R
d ),
|(Qkj f j , fk) ,3 |
1
2 "
1
+
Qkj f j"
2
,3
+
1
2
&+fk &2,3 ,
where + # C (B(x0 ; R), R+) is still to be chosen.
1
2 "
1
+
Qkj fj"
2
,3
=
1
2 "
exp(&,3 2)
+
Qkj f j"
2
2
=
1
2 "Qkj \
exp(&,3 2)
+
fj+&_(Qkj) \ } , { \exp(&,3 2)+ ++ f j"
2
2
"Qkj \exp(&,3 2)+ fj+"
2
2
+"_(Qkj) \ } , {,32+ +
{+
+2+ fj"
2
,3
.
Apply (Ai)$ and Definition 4.5 to the first term on the right-hand side of
the inequality. Thus
"Qkj \exp(&,3 2)+ f j+"
2
2
C \"D1 \exp(&,32)+ f j+"
2
2
+"exp(&,3 2)+ f j"
2
2 +
=C \"exp(&,3 2)+ D1 fj+_(D1) \ } , { \
exp(&,32)
+ ++ f j"
2
2
+"1+ fj"
2
,3
+
=C \"1+ D1 f j&_(D1) \ } ,
{,3
2+
+
{+
+2 + f j"
2
,3
+"1+ fj"
2
,3
+
C \2 "1+ D1 fj"
2
,3
+2 "_(D1) \ } , {,32+ +
{+
+2 + fj"
2
,3
+"1+ fj"
2
,3
+ .
C depends on D1 , Qkj and B[x0 ; R1].The terms ( f j , Rkj fk) ,3 can be
estimated similarly. As a result
Re \ :j, k # [1, ..., d] ((Qkj fj , fk) ,3+( fj , Rkj fk) ,3)+
 &d &+f &2,3&C1 \"1+ f "
2
,3
+" }{,32+ +
{+
+2 } f "
2
,3
+ :
d
j=1 "
1
+
D1 f j"
2
,3
+ ,
(27)
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where C1 depends on the constants C above and on the sup norms (on
B[x0 ; R1]) of the first order coefficients of D1 , Qkj , Rkj , for j, k # [1, ..., d].
Rewrite the third term on the right-hand side of (26) using ,3=/(,4),
where ,4 (x)=|x&x0 |2R2. Thus {,3=/$(,4) {,4 , and hence
( (Pk (_(Pj)( } , {,3)*)&_(Pj)( } , {,3)* a0k&_(Rkj)( } , {,3)*) fj , fk),3
=(/"(,4) _(Pk)( } , {,4) _(P j)( } , {,4)* fj , fk) ,3
+/$(,4) :\, & # [1, ..., n] a
\
k a
&
j *\&,4 fj , fk,3
+/$(,4) \ :\, & # [1, ..., n] a
\
k \a
&
j *&,4+[a
0
k , _(Pj)( } , {,4)*]
&_(Rkj)( } , {,4)*+ f j , fk,3
=(/"(,4) _(Pj)( } , {,4)* f j , _(Pk)( } , {,4)* fk) ,3
+2/$(,4)R2 :
n
&=1
a&ka
&
j * fj , fk,3
+/$(,4) \ :\, & # [1, ..., n] a
\
k \a
&
j *&,4+[a
0
k , _(Pj)( } , {,4)*]
&_(Rkj)( } , {,4)*+ f j , fk,3 .
Application of (2), (4), and (25) yields, if /$>0,
Re \ :j, k # [1, ..., d] ( (Pk (_(P j)( } , {,3)*)&_(Pj)( } , {,3)* a
0
k
&_(Rkj)( } , {,3)*) fj , fk) ,3+
| /"(,4)(x)) &_(D1)(x, {,4 (x))* f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx
+|
2/$(,4 (x))
R2
c(x) & f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx
&C2 | /$(,4 (x)) |{,4 (x)| & f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx, (28)
where C2 depends on the sup norms (on B[x0 ; R1]) of the first order coef-
ficients of Rkj ( j, k # [1, ..., d]) and the coefficients and first derivatives of
the coefficients of D1 .
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Using =&2 log(R)+*(,4) yields
&2 &_(D1)( } , {)* f &2,3
=&2 | (*$(,4 (x)))2 &_(D1)(x, {,4 (x))* f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx.
This combined with (26), (27), (28) yields, if /$>0,
:
j, k # [1, ..., d]
([Pk , 6j] fj , fk) ,3&2 &_(D1)( } , {)* f &
2
,3
| (/"(,4 (x))&2(*$(,4 (x)))2)
_&_(D1)(x, {,4 (x))* f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx
+| \2/$(,4 (x))R2 c(x)&C2/$(,4 (x)) |{,4 (x)|&d(+(x))2
&C1 \ 1(+(x))2+ }
/$(,4 (x)) {,4 (x)
2+(x)
+
{+(x)
(+(x))2 }
2
++
_& f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx&C1 :
d
j=1 "
1
+
D1 f j"
2
,3
. (29)
Because of (18)$ and =&2 log(R)+*(,4), limt  1& *(t)=+. In order
for the right side of (29) to bound c & f &2,2&b 
d
j=1 &D1 f j&
2
,3
, where
,2=,3&, it is reasonable to require that /$ be of the same order of
magnitude (at least) as e* in [0, 1). Hence limt  1& /$(t)=+. Examina-
tion of (29) shows that + should be chosen so that (+(x))2$/$(,4 (x))R2
where $ is constant. However, + should not be chosen to be constant as in
[3] for then
}/$(,4 (x)) {,4 (x)2+(x) +
{+(x)
(+(x))2}
2
=
(/$(,4 (x)))2 |{,4 (x)|2
4+2
grows faster than /$(,4 (x)) as |x&x0 |  R&. Following [5] try
+(x)=[$/$(,4 (x))]12R, which is positive and bounded below if /$ is
nowhere 0 in [0, 1) and $ is a positive constant (still to be chosen). Com-
putation then shows that
}/$(,4 (x)) {,4 (x)2+(x) +
{+(x)
(+(x))2 }
2
=
(/$(,4 (x))) R2 |{,4 (x)|2
4$ \1+
/"(,4 (x))
(/$(,4 (x)))2+
2
.
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Since |{,4 (x)|1R for x # B(x0 ; R), (29) yields
:
j, k # [1, ..., d]
([Pk , 6 j] fj , fk) ,3&2 &_(D1)( } , {)*f &
2
,3
| (/"(,4 (x))&2(*$(,4 (x)))2)
_&_(D1)(x, {,4 (x))* f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx
+|
/$(,4 (x))
R2 \2c(x)&C2R&d$&C1 \
R4
$(/$(,4 (x)))2
+
R2
4$ \1+
/"(,4 (x))
(/$(,4 (x)))2+
2
++ & f (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx
& :
d
j=1
|
C1R2
$/$(,4 (x))
&D1 fj (x)&2 e&,3(x) dx. (30)
From the second term on the right hand side one obtains the requirement
that /"(/$)2 be bounded on [0, 1) (cf. [5, p. 700]).
Fix \ # C (R) such that 0\1, \| (&, 12] #0, and \| [1, +) #1. For
i # N, let ’i (x)=\(2i&1&2 i,4 (x)), so {’i (x)=\$(2i&1&2i,4 (x)) } 2i+1 }
((x0&x)R2). Then \i # N, ’i # C c (B(x0 ; R[1&12
i]12)), 0’i1, and
’i |B[x0; R[1&12i&1]12] #1.
Furthermore, \x # B(x0 ; R),
max
i # N
[ |{’i (x)|2]
16 &\$&2
R2 (1&,4 (x))2
.
Thus if
s= max
p # [1, ..., d]
[ sup
(x, |) # B[x0 ; R1]_S
n&1
[&_(Dp)(x, |)&]],
then \x # B(x0 ; R),
max
p # [1, ..., d]
i # N
[&_(Dp)(x, {’i (x))&2]
16 &\$&2 s
2
R2 (1&,4 (x))2
.
If *(t)=&2 log(1&t), then =&2 log(R)+*(,4) satisfies (18)$ on
X=B(x0 ; R) for p # [1, ..., d], with K=16 &\$&2 s2.
Next choose / so that on [0, 1), /$e*, /"(/$)2 is bounded, and
/"2(*$)2 (guided by (30)). This is easy to do: any of the functions
/(t)=A(1&t)m or /(t)=Ae1(1&t)m suffice where m # N and A4.
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Next, first choose $ so that d$<2 infx # B[x0; R1][c(x)], and then choose
R0 so that
C1R20
$ inft # [0, 1)[/$(t)]
<b
and
2 inf
x # B[x0 ; R1]
[c(x)]&C2R0&d$
&C1\ R
4
0
$(inft # [0, 1)[/$(t)])2
+
R20
4$ \1+ supt # [0, 1) {
/"(t)
/$(t)2=++>0.
Finally, let
c=2 inf
x # B[x0 , R1]
[c(x)]&C2R0&d$
&C1\ R
4
0
$(inft # [0, 1)[/$(t)])2
+
R20
4$ \1+ supt # [0, 1) {
/"(t)
/$(t)2=++ . K
Corollary 4.10. Assume (Ai)$, (Aii), (Aiii), and (Aiv), and let b>0.
Let *, /, c, and R0 be chosen as in Lemma 4.9, and let p # [1, ..., d]. If
R # (0, R0] and f # C c (B(x0 ; R), C
N R 
p (Rd)), then
:
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I ) ([Pk , 6 j] fIj , fIk) ,3&2 &_(Dp)( } , {)* f &
2
,3
cp & f &2,2&bp :
J # (dp)
&D1 fJ &2,3 .
Proof. For p # [1, ..., d], by (2) and (4),
&2 &_(Dp)( } , {)*f &2,3 =&2 :
I # (p&
d
1)
:
j, k  I
(&1) ( j, I )+(k, I )
_(_(Pk)( } , {) _(Pj)( } , {)* fIj , fIk) ,3 .
Thus Lemma 4.9 can be used to apply Lemma 4.7 with m=2, c1=c,
c2=&b, Q1=e2, Q2=D1 , and
:kj=[Pj , 6 j]&2_(Pk)( } , {) _(Pj)( } , {)*. K
Recall that if X is an open subset of U, p # [1, ..., d], and ,1 , ,2 ,
,3 # C (X) are real-valued, then (17) defines closed linear operators T and
S induced by Dp and Dp+1 .
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Theorem 4.11. Assume (Ai)$, (Aii), (Aiii), and (Aiv). _*, / #
C ((&, 1)) such that \x0 # U, _c, R0>0 with the property that if R #
(0, R0], ,4 (x)=|x&x0|2R2, =&2 log(R)+*(,4), ,3=/(,4), ,2=,3&,
,1=,3&2, and p # [1, ..., d], then
\f # D(T*) & D(S)L2 \B(x0 ; R), ,2 , CN R  p (Rd)+ ,
cp & f &2,22 &T* f &
2
,1
+&Sf &2,3 .
Hence \f # K(S), _! u # D(T ) & K(T )= such that Tu= f, and
cp &u&2,12 & f &
2
,2
.
Furthermore, \u # K(T )=, _! g # D(T*) & K(S) such that T*g=u.
Proof. In Lemma 4.9 and Corollary 4.10 choose b<1d. Then combine
Lemmas 4.4, 4.9, Corollary 4.10, and the fact that (19) implies (16) with the
same constant when  satisfies (18)$, to obtain the first estimate. The last
two statements just incorporate Lemma 4.1. K
One proof of Theorem 1.1 just copies the reasoning in [2, p. 87].
Corollary 4.12. Assume (Ai)$, (Aii), (Aiii), and (Aiv), and let
p # [2, ..., d]. If x0 # U, let R0 be the number found in Theorem 4.11, and if
R # (0, R0], let ,1 , ,2 , ,3 be as in Theorem 4.11.
If f # K(S)L2 (B(x0 ; R), ,2 , CN R 
p (Rd)), then _! u # D(T ) &
K(T )= such that
Dpu=f
tDp&1 u&_( tDp&1)( } , {,1) u=0.
Proof. By Theorem 4.11, _! u # D(T ) & K(T )= such that Dpu=Tu= f.
Also by Theorem 4.11, _! g # D(T*) & K(S) such that T*g=u. By (20),
T*g=e,1tDp (e&,2g).
Hence
tDp&1 (e&,1u)= tDp&1tDp (e&,2g)= t (DpDp&1)(e&,2g)=0.
Since
tDp&1 (e&,1u)=e&,1 ( tDp&1u&_( tDp&1)( } , {,1) u),
multiplication by e,1 completes the proof. K
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The Spencer complex is known to be elliptic when the operator that it
is constructed from is elliptic (see [1, p. 454]). However, it is easy to prove
the ellipticity of the system in Corollary 4.12 (under the assumption (Ai))
independently of this fact.
Lemma 4.13. Assume (Aiii) and (Aiv), and let p # [2, ..., d]. \(x, !) #
U_Rn and \u=I # (p&d 1) uI eI # C
N R 
p (Rd),
&_(Dp)(x, !) u&2+&_( tDp&1)(x, !) u&2= :
I # (p&
d
1)
&_(D1)(x, !) uI&2.
Proof. Use (2), (3), (4) and (5). The computation is similar to the one
in Lemma 4.3. K
Note that Lemma 4.13 would continue to hold if in (Aiv) normality of
the symbols was required only at points (x, !) # U_Rn.
For p=1, Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of Theorem 4.11 and elliptic regu-
larity. For p # [2, ..., d], Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of Corollary 4.12,
Lemma 4.13 and elliptic regularity.
A second proof of Theorem 1.1 falls out of the work of [8], since
Proposition 3.2, Corollary 4.8, and Lemma 4.13 provide all that is needed
to apply the proof there.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
If x0 # U, choose R2>0 so that B(x0 ; R2)U. If = # [0, 1], V and Z are
finite dimensional complex vector spaces, and D(x, )=n&=1 A
& (x)&+
A0 (x) has coefficients in C (U, HomC (V, Z)), define for x # B(x0 ; R2)
D= (x, )= :
n
&=1
A& (x0+=(x&x0)) &+=A0 (x0+=(x&x0)).
If the system of operators P1 , ..., Pd of the Introduction satisfies (Aiii) and
(Aiv), then so does the system P=1 , ..., P
=
d (on B(x0 ; R2)). If = # [0, 1],
R # (0, R2], p # [1, ..., d], and f =I # (p&d 1) fI eI # C
 (B(x0 ; R), CN R
 p&1 (Rd)), then
D=p f = :
J # (dp)
\:j # J (&1)
( j, J" j) P=j fJ" j+eJ .
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If P1 , ..., Pd satisfy (Ai)$, R1<R2 , and K=B[x0 ; R1], then \j,
k # [1, ..., d], [Pk , tPj]=Qkj+ tRkj , and _C=C(D1 , K)<+ such that
\u # C c (K, C
N),
&Qkju&22 , &Rkju&
2
2C(&D1 u&
2
2+&u&
2
2).
Computation shows that \= # [0, 1], [P=k ,
t (P=j )]==Q
=
kj+=R
=
kj .
If Qkj=n&=1 q
&&+q0 , D1=n&=1 A
&&+A0, and u # C c (K, C
N), then
the change of variable y=x0+=(x&x0) shows that
&=Q=kju&22=
=4
=n | &QkjU( y)&
2 dy,
where U( y)=u(x0+( y&x0)=), so U # C c (B[x0 ; =R1], C
N). Hence
&=Q=kju&
2
2
=4
=n
C \| &D1U( y)&2 dy+| &U( y)&2 dy+ .
Changing the variable on the right hand side back to x yields
&=Q=kju&
2
2C=
2 (&D =1u&
2
2+=
2 &u&22).
The same estimate holds for &=R=kju&
2
2 . This shows that the constant C1 in
(27) can be chosen independently of = # [0, 1] when P1 , ..., Pd , Qkj , Rkj , D1
are replaced by P=1 , ..., P
=
d , =Q
=
kj , =R
=
kj , D
=
1 .
If P1 , ..., Pd satisfy (Aii), then for = # [0, 1], P=1 , ..., P
=
d also satisfy (Aii) in
B(x0 ; R2), and satisfy (28) with c(x) replaced by c(x0+=(x&x0)) and the
constant C2 independent of =.
Hence (29) and (30) are obtained with Pk , 6j , D1 , c(x) replaced by P=k ,
e,3 b t (P=j ) b e
&,3, D=1 , c(x0+=(x&x0)). The constants C1 , C2 in (29) and
(30) are independent of = # [0, 1].
Since for = # [0, 1] and R1<R2 , infx # B[x0 ; R1][c(x0+=(x&x0))]
infx # B[x0 ; R1][c(x)], the constants $, c, and R0 in Lemma 4.9 may be chosen
independent of =.
Therefore if = # [0, 1] and Dp , Dp+1 are replaced by D=p , D
=
p+1 , then
Theorem 4.11 continues to hold and the functions /, * and the constants c,
R0 found in that theorem may be chosen to be independent of =.
Suppose P1 , ..., Pd satisfy (Ai). Then in B(x0 ; R2), for = # [0, 1],
P=1 , ..., P
=
d also satisfy (Ai). A corollary of the elliptic estimate Lemma 4.6 is
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Corollary 5.1. If D, K, and U are as in Lemma 4.6, m # N _ [0],
and U$ is an open subset of U such that KU$//U, then _C=
C(D, m, K, U$)<+ such that \u # C  (U, CN),
:
|#|m+1
|
K
&#u(x)&2 dxC \ :
|;|m
|
U$
&;Du(x)&2 dx+|
U$
&u(x)&2 dx+ .
Proof. This is a classical fact. K
The constant C in Corollary 5.1 can be chosen to depend on the sup
norms of the coefficients of D and their (first m+1) derivatives and on
1
inf(x, !, u) # U$_Sn&1_S 2N&1[&_(D)(x, !) u&2]
,
for fixed K and U$, and to be a nondecreasing function of each of these
numbers when the others are held fixed. Hence, if 0<R"<R$<RR2 ,
then the estimate of Corollary 5.1 holds with K=B[x0 ; R"], U$=
B(x0 ; R$), U=B(x0 ; R), D replaced by D=1 , and the constant C independent
of = for = # [0, 1].
The other standard fact that will be used is a Sobolev inequality.
Lemma 5.2. If 0<R"<R, m # N, k # N _ [0], and 2m>n, then
_B=B(m, k, n, R")<+ such that \u # C (B(x0 ; R), CN),
:
|:|k+1
sup
x # B[x0 ; R"]
[&:u(x)&2]B :
|#|m+k+1
|
B[x0 ; R"]
&#u(x)&2 dx.
Proof. Another classical fact. K
Combining Corollary 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 yields
Lemma 5.3. If 0<R"<R$<RR2 , m # N, k # N _ [0], and 2m>n,
then _A=A(D1 , m, k, n, R$, R")<+ such that \u # C (B(x0 ; R), CN)
and \= # [0, 1],
:
|:|k+1
sup
x # B[x0 ; R"]
[&:u(x)&2]
A \ :
|;|m+k
|
B(x0 ; R$)
&;D=1u(x)&
2 dx+|
B(x0 ; R$)
&u(x)&2 dx+ .
A crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is
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Lemma 5.4. Let V, Z be finite dimensional complex vector spaces,
u(x)= :
|:| k+1
u:
: !
(x&x0):
(where u: # V \:), and
D(x, )= :
n
&=1
A& (x) &+A0 (x),
where A& # C (U, HomC (V, Z)) for & # [0, 1, ..., n].
Assume that ;Du(x0)=0 \; with |;|k. For = # [0, 1], let
u= (x)= :
|:|k+1
u:
: !
= |:| (x&x0):.
Then \x # B(x0 ; R2),
D=u= (x)==k+2 :
|:|=k+1
k+1
: !
(x&x0):
_|
1
0
(1&t)k :Du(x0+t=(x&x0)) dt. (31)
Proof. Computation shows that
D=u= (x)==Du(x0+=(x&x0)). (32)
Taylor expansion of the right hand side of (32) yields
D=u= (x)= :
|;|k
;Du(x0)
; !
= |;|+1 (x&x0);+ :
|:| =k+1
k+1
: !
=k+2 (x&x0):
_|
1
0
(1&t)k :Du(x0+t=(x&x0)) dt. (33)
The hypothesis that ;Du(x0)=0 \; with |;|k yields (31). K
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 1.2 follows closely along the lines
of the proof of the NewlanderNirenberg theorem found in [2, Sect. 5.7].
Apply Theorem 4.11. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, _*,
/ # C ((&, 1)), c>0, and R0<R2 so that \R # (0, R0] and \= # [0, 1],
_v= # L2 (B(x0 ; R), ,1 , CN) such that D=1v
==D =1u
= in B(x0 ; R) and
c &v=&2,1&D
=
1u
=&2,2 . u
= is defined in Lemma 5.4 and ,1 , ,2 are determined
by *, / and R. Since D=1 is elliptic and D
=
1 u
= is C , v= # C (B(x0 ; R), CN).
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Fix R # (0, R0], and choose R", R$ # (0, R) with R"<R$. Lemma 5.3
combined with D=1 v
==D =1u
= yields, for m>2n and \= # [0, 1],
:
|:| k+1
&:v= (x0)&2
A \ :
|;| m+k
|
B(x0 ; R$)
&;D=1u= (x)&2 dx+|
B(x0 ; R$)
&v= (x)&2 dx+ . (34)
To estimate B(x0 ; R$) &v
= (x)&2 dx use c &v=&2,1&D
=
1 u
=&2,2 . Taking into
account the construction of ,1 , ,2 from /, * and R yields
|
B(x0 ; R$)
&v= (x)&2 dx
1
c |B(x0 ; R) &D
=
1u
= (x)&2 dx
_R2 sup
t # [0, 1)
[e&/(t)+*(t)] sup
t # [0; (R$R)2]
[e/(t)&2*(t)]. (35)
Note that if *(t)=&2 log(1&t) and /$>e* as in Lemma 4.9, then
&/$(t)+*$(t)
&1
(1&t)2
+
2
1&t
<0 for t # \12 , 1+ ,
so &/+* is decreasing on ( 12 , 1).
By Lemma 5.4, especially (31), applied with D1 replacing D,
|
B(x0 ; R)
&;D=1u
= (x)&2 dxC;=2(k+2) |||u||| 2, (36)
where C;=C(D1 , ;, R) and |||u|||2= |:|k+1 &u:&2. Equation (36) holds
for arbitrary multi-indices ;.
Combining (34), (35), (36) yields
:
|:|k+1
&:v= (x0)&2A$=2(k+2)|||u|||2, (37)
where A$=A$(D1 , m, k, n, 1c, R", R$, R, /, *).
For x # B(x0 ; =R), let
z= (x)=u= \x0+x&x0= +&v= \x0+
x&x0
= +
=u(x)&v= \x0+x&x0= + .
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Then
D1z= (x)=
1
= \D=1u= \x0+
x&x0
= +&D =1v= \x0+
x&x0
= ++=0, (38)
and by (37),
:
|:|k+1
&:z= (x0)&:u(x0)&2= :
|:|k+1
1
=2|:|
&:v= (x0)&2
A$=2 |||u||| 2. (39)
Let E (k)=[u(x)= |:|k+1 (u: : !)(x&x0): | ;D1u(x0)=0 \; with
|;|k]. E (k) is a finite-dimensional complex vector space. Let [u1 , ..., uM]
be a basis of E (k). If = # (0, 1], _[z=1 , ..., z
=
M]C
 (B(x0 ; =R), CN) such that
\L # [1, ..., M], z=L satisfies (38) and z
=
L , uL satisfy (39). If = is sufficiently
small, [ |:|k+1 (:z=L(x0):!)(x&x0)
: | L # [1, ..., M]] is also a basis
of E (k).
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